MURTALA MUHAMMED FOUNDATION
3RD DISASTER RELIEF RAFFLE DRAW
INTRODUCTION
The Murtala Muhammed Foundation (MMF) is a non-governmental organization (NGO) founded
on the ideals of Late General Murtala Muhammed to improve the living conditions of Africans by
contributing to reduction of poverty and limitation of conflict, while promoting self-reliance and
self-fulfilment. Since 2001, the Foundation has focused on various intervention programs in three
major thematic areas, namely, Education & Capacity Building, Disaster Risk Reduction and Policy
Advocacy.
PREAMBLE
One of the objectives under the disaster risk management theme of the Foundation is to provide
post traumatic short, medium and long-term support to local communities affected by a disaster
through restoration of services, rehabilitation and ultimately re-integration back into the society.
There are several disasters of differing magnitude which has occurred in Nigeria, particularly in
the North-eastern part of the country, over the last 5years. The Foundation has observed that
immediately a disaster occurs in Nigeria, the victims are bombarded by an onslaught of emergency
assistance in the form of food, medicine, water, clothing and shelter by Charities, Governments and
religious organizations, the private sector and well-meaning individuals.
It is for this reason that Murtala Muhammed Foundation wishes to raise money to replenish its
disaster relief fund considering the enormity of the challenge before us as a Nation and in our
collective humanity. This fund will ensure that money is available to constantly deploy
humanitarian relief materials to these hotspots.
CURRENT SITUATION
As recently widely reported, the Nigerian Army has rescued hundreds of women and children from
the clutches of Boko Haram fighters from the Sambisa Forest, in major operations that has
attracted international attention to the plight of hapless Nigerians taken as hostages. Of the over
1,200 kidnaped victims that have been so far freed, many suffer from malnutrition and various
diseases. According to one of the freed captives, Mrs Umaru, she said “every day we witnessed the
death of one of us and waited for our turn”. Another freed woman, Cecilia Abel said her husband
and first son had been killed in her presence before the militia forced her and her remaining eight
children into the forest. These freed women and children now need our support, and the time to act
is now.
Rescue operations are still ongoing, meaning more rescues will most likely be made and we must
be prepared. Therefore, we seek your partnership in taking all necessary action towards saving
these souls from hunger and deprivation, thereby strengthening their capacity to cope with this
unwarranted calamity.

PAST EFFORTS
In the past, the Murtala Muhammed Foundation has promptly responded to the victims of the following disasters:
th

§ The Ikeja Cantonment bomb explosions that occurred on January 27 , 2002. The Foundation constructed

a massive schools complex of 4 classroom blocks with 38 classrooms to accommodate the 9,156 children
displaced by the Ikeja Cantonment disaster

Before reconstruction

Beforereconstruction

§ Borehole for Kano

Construction of bore hole in Kano state
§ Jos Victim Relief

Distribution of relief materials to bomb victims in Jos

After reconstruction.

§ Reconstruction of 4 classroom blocks destroyed by the bomb explosions. The Foundation collaborated

with the World Bank group to reconstruct 4 classroom blocks destroyed by the bomb explosions at Oshodi
with a combined population of 1,280 students

Pictures from Wesley pry School, Oshodi when the reconstruction was on-going

After reconstruction.
§ Donation of several trucks of relief to the internally displaced persons (IDPs). Last December 2014, the

Foundation had coordinated a similar donation of several trucks of relief materials in excess of N50m, to the
internally displaced persons (IDPs) at Adamawa and Borno States at an event tagged “The Relief Christmas”.
The Foundation had collaborated with industry champions such as Nestle Nigeria PLC, Cadbury Nigeria PLC
and Ford Foundation.

Loading of relief materials to IDPs at Adamawa & Borno state.

Distribution of relief materials

THE APPEAL

It is therefore, in continuation of our past efforts on humanitarian relief
coordination, that the Foundation wish to appeal to well-meaning individuals from
both the public and private sector of the country to join us in supporting this group of
rescued women, girls and other internally displaced persons (IDPs) scattered across
various camps in the North. Their immediate needs are energy packed cereals, food
drinks, non-perishable food items, bottled water, blankets, mats, toiletries, plastic
buckets, clothing materials, in-door games, soccer balls etc.
We therefore call on Corporate Nigeria, reputable non-profit organizations, well
meaning individuals and kind-hearted foreign nationals to graciously make
generous donations and support this noble call in solidarity to alleviating their
plight and uplifting the prevalent situation by replenishing the MMF-Disaster Relief
Fund. We encourage you to buy booklets of the tickets in the name of your families,
churches, mosques, societies, groups and your good self. Please be there to support
us. Your support will sure make a difference!

If you should require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact us
via our dedicated phone lines 01 454 0028 or + 234 8129575052 or via designated

email : info@mmfng.org
or niyi.onabanjo@mmfng.org

